Clustering – defined as an unsupervised data-analysis classification transforming real-space information into data in pattern space and analyzing it – may require that data be represented by a set, rather than points, due to data uncertainty, e.g., measurement error margin, data regarded as one point, or missing values. These data uncertainties have been represented as interval ranges for which many clustering algorithms are constructed, but the lack of guidelines in selecting available distances in individual cases has made selection difficult and raised the need for ways to calculate dissimilarity between uncertain data without introducing a nearest-neighbor or other distance. The tolerance concept we propose represents uncertain data as a point with a tolerance vector, not as an interval, while this is convenient for handling uncertain data, tolerance-vector constraints make mathematical development difficult. We attempt to remove the tolerance-vector constraints using quadratic penalty-vector regularization similar to the tolerance vector. We also propose clustering algorithms for uncertain data considering optimization and obtaining an optimal solution to handle uncertainty appropriately.
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1. Introduction

The data from numerous natural and social phenomena accumulated into humongous computer databases is clearly too massive and complex to analyze manually. In roughly supervised and unsupervised data-analysis classification, data clustering is the most widely used unsupervised classification, dividing sets of objects into categories called clusters. Clustering is classified into hierarchical and non-hierarchical methods.
The tolerance concept we introduce here includes data uncertainties for which we propose clustering algorithms [6, 7]. The basic tolerance concept assumes that data \( x \in \mathbb{R}^p \) with uncertainty is represented as interval \( [\underline{x}, \overline{x}] = ([\underline{x}_1, \ldots, \underline{x}_p], [\overline{x}_1, \ldots, \overline{x}_p])^T \subset \mathbb{R}^p \). This is represented in one of two ways as \( x \pm (\underline{x} + \overline{x}) \) and as \( x + (\overline{x} + \underline{x})/2 + \varepsilon \ (\varepsilon = (\varepsilon_1, \ldots, \varepsilon_p)^T) \) under constraints \( |\varepsilon_j| \leq (\overline{x}_j - \underline{x}_j)/2 \) (\( j = 1, \ldots, p \)). This second way corresponds to the basic tolerance concept, and \( \varepsilon \) is called the tolerance vector. Although convenient in handling uncertain data, tolerance vector constraints make mathematical development difficult.

To remove constraint, we use quadratic regularization in which the tolerance vector is called a penalty vector because the penalty vector role differs from tolerance vectors in its absence of constraint. After considering optimization problems applying a quadratic regularization term of penalty vectors instead of norms of tolerance constraints, we construct clustering algorithms based on standard Fuzzy c-Means (sFCM) and entropy-regularized Fuzzy c-Means (eFCM) on a Euclidean (\( L_2 \)) norm for data with tolerance while solving the optimization problems.

2. Penalty Vector Concept

As stated regarding point vs. set representation, we have handled the uncertainty range as tolerance and define the tolerance vector within tolerance [6, 7].

To define terms, \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \) is a subset on \( p \)-dimensional vector space \( \mathbb{R}^p \) written \( x_k = (x_{k1}, \ldots, x_{kp})^T \in \mathbb{R}^p \). Dataset \( X \) is classified into clusters \( C_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, c \)). Let \( v_i = (v_{i1}, \ldots, v_{ip})^T \in \mathbb{R}^p \) and \( v_i \in V \). \( v_i \) is cluster center \( C_i, u_{ki} \in [0, 1] \) is a membership grade of \( x_k \) belonging to \( C_i \). A partition matrix is \( U = [u_{ki}] \). \( \varepsilon_k \in E \) is tolerance vector under constraint:

\[
|\varepsilon_{kj}| \leq \kappa_{kj}, \quad (\kappa_{kj} \geq 0) \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (1)
\]

\( \kappa_{kj} \) is the maximum tolerance range, meaning the width of data uncertainty. Uncertain data is represented as \( x_k + \varepsilon_k \) with constraint Eq. (1). The basic tolerance concept although well known, is new in that it is introduced into objective functions to construct clustering algorithms. We have handled data uncertainty as tolerance and proposed new clustering algorithms elsewhere [6, 7], but those algorithms could not handle uncertain data with an unknown range, and uncertainty is not given in many cases. Algorithms may also fail to consider data distribution, so we introduce the penalty vector, which is denoted as \( \Delta_k = (\delta_{k1}, \ldots, \delta_{kp})^T \in \mathbb{R}^p \) and a set of penalty vectors as \( \Delta = \{\delta_1, \ldots, \delta_p\} \). In conventional tolerance work, uncertain data is represented as \( x_k + \varepsilon_k \) with constraint Eq. (1). Here we represent data as \( x_k + \delta_k \) with no constraint – the most difficult point from tolerance. Fig. 1 is an example of the penalty vector in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \).

3. Objective Functions and Optimal Solutions

In discussing a basic theory to construct new fuzzy c-means clustering algorithms for uncertain data using quadratic regularization, we define two objective functions and derive optimal solutions minimizing the functions using a Lagrange multiplier.

3.1. sFCM for Uncertain Data Using Quadratic Regularization

The objective function and constraints of sFCM are as follows:

\[
J(U, V) = \sum_{k=1}^{c} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (u_{ki})^m ||x_k - v_i||^2, \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (2)
\]

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki} = 1, \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (3)
\]

We introduce the following quadratic regularization term:

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{n} \delta_{kj} W_k \delta_k = \sum_{j=1}^{p} \sum_{l=1}^{p} w_{kj} \delta_{kl} \delta_{kj}, \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (4)
\]

where

\[
W_k = \begin{pmatrix}
  w_{k11} & \cdots & w_{k1p} \\
  \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  w_{kp1} & \cdots & w_{kpp}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

is a penalty matrix and \( w_{kj} (w_{kj} \geq 0) \) is a penalty coefficient. \( W_k \) is assumed to be a symmetrical matrix, i.e., \( w_{kj} = w_{jk} \). When \( W_k \) is diagonal, the quadratic regularization term is as follows:

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{n} \delta_{kj} W_k \delta_k = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{p} w_{kj} (\delta_{kj})^2.
\]

We add term Eq. (4) to the objective function of sFCM Eq. (2) to obtain the following objective function:

\[
J_s(U, V, \Delta) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m ||x_k + \delta_k - v_i||^2
\]

\[
+ \sum_{k=1}^{n} \delta_{kj} W_k \delta_k, \quad \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (5)
\]
The nearer it approaches \((x_k + \delta_k)\) by \(v_i\), the smaller the first term of Eq. (5) becomes. The penalty term of Eq. (5), however, grows proportionally to squared \(\delta_k\), so the bigger the \(w_{kj}\), the smaller the optimal solution \(\delta_{kj}\), which minimizes Eq. (5). The smaller the \(w_{kj}\), the larger the optimal solution \(\delta_{kj}\), which minimizes Eq. (5). \(W_k\) thus means the uncertainty of data \(x_k\).

Our goal here is to derive optimal solutions \(U, V, \Delta\), which minimize objective function Eq. (5) under the following constraint:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki} = 1. \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad (6)
\]

We first derive optimal solutions of \(U\), introducing the following Lagrange function:

\[
L_u = J_u(U, V, \Delta) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \gamma_k (\sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki} - 1).
\]

From

\[
\frac{\partial L_u}{\partial u_{ki}} = m(u_{ki})^{m-1}|x_k + \delta_k - v_i|^2 + \gamma_k = 0, \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad (7)
\]

we have

\[
u_{ki} = \left(\frac{-\gamma_k}{m\|x_k + \delta_k - v_i\|^2}\right)^{\frac{1}{m-1}}.
\]

From constraint Eq. (6), we have

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{c} \left(\frac{-\gamma_k}{m\|x_k + \delta_k - v_i\|^2}\right)^{\frac{1}{m-1}} = 1. \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad (8)
\]

From Eqs. (7) and (8), we have

\[
u_{ki} = \frac{s_{ki}}{\sum_{i=1}^{c} s_{ki}},
\]

where

\[
s_{ki} = \|x_k + \delta_k - v_i\|^{-\frac{2}{m-1}}.
\]

We next consider how to derive optimal solutions of \(V\). From

\[
\frac{\partial L_u}{\partial v_{ij}} = -\sum_{k=1}^{n} 2(u_{ki})^m(x_k + \delta_k - v_i), \quad \ldots \quad \ldots \quad (9)
\]

we have

\[
v_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (u_{ki})^m (x_k + \delta_k - v_i)}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (u_{ki})^m}.
\]

We last consider how to derive \(\Delta\). From

\[
\frac{\partial L_u}{\partial \delta_{kj}} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \delta_{kj}} \left(\sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{p} (u_{ki})^m (x_k + \delta_k - v_i)^2 + \sum_{l=1}^{p} w_{kl} \delta_{kj}\right)
\]

we have the following:

\[
\left(\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m\right) \delta_{kj} + \sum_{l=1}^{p} w_{kl} \delta_{kl} + \sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m (x_k + \delta_k - v_i) = 0.
\]

The above equation holds for any \(j (1 \leq j \leq p)\). Hence,

\[
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m}{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m} I + W_k^T
\]

We use the following symbols:

\[
A_k = \left(\begin{array}{ccc}
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m}{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m} & 0 \\
0 & \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m}{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m} & \ddots \\
\ddots & \ddots & \ddots
\end{array}\right) + \left(\begin{array}{cc}
w_{k11} & \cdots \\
\vdots & \ddots \\
w_{kp1} & \cdots \\
\end{array}\right)
\]

\[
B_k = \left(\begin{array}{ccc}
\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m (x_k + \delta_k - v_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m} & 0 \\
0 & \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m (x_k + \delta_k - v_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m} & \ddots \\
\ddots & \ddots & \ddots
\end{array}\right) = \left(\begin{array}{c}
\sum_{i=1}^{c} (u_{ki})^m (x_k + \delta_k - v_i)
\end{array}\right)
\]

\(I\) is a unit matrix.

Using symbols \(A_k\) and \(B_k\), Eq. (9) is rewritten as follows:

\[
A_k \delta_k + B_k = 0.
\]

We then get the following solution:

\[
\delta_k = -(A_k)^{-1}B_k.
\]

We require that \(A_k\) be regularized for optimal solutions \(\Delta\).

### 3.2. eFCM for Uncertain Data Using Quadratic Regularization

The objective function and constraints of eFCM are as follows:

\[
J(U, V) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki} \|x_k - v_i\|^2 + \lambda^{-1} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki} \log u_{ki}.
\]

The constraint is the same as sFCM Eq. (3).

We add the quadratic regularization term Eq. (4) to the
objective function of eFCM Eq. (10) to obtain the following objective function:

$$J_e(U, V, E) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki} ||x_k + \delta_k - v_i||^2$$

$$+ \lambda^{-1} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki} \log u_{ki} + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \delta_k^T W_k \delta_k,$$

Eq. (11)

Our goal here is again to derive optimal solutions $U$, $V$, and $\Delta$ which minimize objective function Eq. (11) under constraints Eq. (6). As in Section 3.1, we introduce the following Lagrange function to solve the optimization problem:

$$L_e = J_e(U, V, E) + \lambda \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{c} \gamma_k (\sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki} - 1).$$

After considering how to derive optimal solutions of $U$, from

$$\frac{\partial L_e}{\partial u_{ki}} = ||x_k + \delta_k - v_i||^2 + \lambda^{-1} (\log u_{ki} + 1) + \gamma_k = 0,$$

we have

$$u_{ki} = \frac{s_{ki}}{\sum_{i=1}^{l} s_{ki}},$$

where

$$s_{ki} = e^{-\lambda ||x_k + \delta_k - v_i||^2}.$$

Optimal solutions of $V$ are obtained as in Section 3.1:

$$v_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} u_{kj}(x_k + \delta_k)}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} u_{ki}}.$$

To optimally solve $\Delta$, we do again as done in Section 3.1:

$$\delta_k = -(A_k')^{-1} B_k'.$$

Here,

$$A_k' = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & \cdots & 1 \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} w_{k11} & \cdots & w_{k1p} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ w_{k1p} & \cdots & w_{kpp} \end{pmatrix} = I + W_k^T,$$

$$B_k' = \begin{pmatrix} \sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki}(x_k - v_{i1}) \\ \vdots \\ \sum_{i=1}^{c} u_{ki}(x_k - v_{ip}) \end{pmatrix}.$$

We again require that $A_k'$ be regularized optimal solutions $\Delta$.

### 4. Proposed Algorithms

We propose new fuzzy $c$-means clustering algorithms for uncertain data using quadratic regularization, i.e., standard fuzzy $c$-means clustering algorithms for uncertain data with quadratic penalty-vector regularization (sFCMQ) and entropy-regularized $c$-means clustering for uncertain data with quadratic penalty-vector regularization (eFCMQ). Numerical examples are shown below.

#### 4.1. sFCMQ

In proposing an sFCMQ algorithm using the above optimal solutions, we iterate optimize the algorithm (Algorithm 1).

#### 4.2. eFCMQ

In proposing an eFCMQ algorithm using the above optimal solutions, we iteratively optimize the algorithm (Algorithm 2).
Table 1. The table shows the artificial dataset which consists of two clusters and one point regarded as noise. Each cluster includes five data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(x_{k1}-x_{k2})</th>
<th>(x_{k1}-x_{k2})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(10, 10)</td>
<td>(9, 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11, 10)</td>
<td>(10, 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10, 11)</td>
<td>(20, 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(19, 10)</td>
<td>(21, 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(20, 9)</td>
<td>(20, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(17, 80)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Numerical Examples

In examples of classification using the above algorithms, we use an artificial dataset and Polaris data.

In all algorithms, the convergence condition is

\[
\max_{i,j} |v_{ij} - \bar{v}_{ij}| < 10^{-6},
\]

where \(\bar{v}_{ij}\) is the previous optimal solution.

5.1. Artificial Dataset

We use a simple artificial dataset in two-dimensional (2D) Euclidean space. The dataset consists of two clusters and one point regarded as noise. Each cluster includes five data (Table 1).

We classify the dataset into two clusters using sFCM, sFCMQ, eFCM and eFCMQ. We set \(v_1 = (0, 0)\) and \(v_2 = (3, 0)\) on initial cluster centers and \(w_{kjl} = 1.0\delta_{jl}\). \(\delta_{jl}\) is the Kronecker delta.

• and × is data in the first and second clusters. □ is an individual cluster center. The line from each data is the penalty vector.

Figures 2 and 3 show the classification results for sFCM and eFCM. Noise data disrupts appropriate clustering results in both cases. Both sFCMQ and eFCMQ, however, give appropriate results from pulling noise data by penalty vectors (Figs. 4 and 5).

Both cluster centers are close to each cluster in sFCMQ, while one cluster center is closer to a cluster but the other is further in eFCMQ than in sFCMQ, so we consider eFCMQ to be more sensitive to initial values than sFCMQ.

5.2. Polaris Data

A classified dataset is the Polaris star chart and its neighboring stars are Polaris data. We classify the dataset into three clusters and set \(v_1 = (0, 0)\), \(v_2 = (0.5, 1.0)\) and \(v_3 = (1.0, 0.0)\) on the initial cluster center. We set penalty coefficient \(W_k\) of two patterns for each algorithm – \(w_{kjl} = 1.0\delta_{jl}\) and \(w_{kjl} = 4.0\delta_{jl}\) as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

The penalty vector becomes larger as data becomes more distant from the cluster center in these examples. The greater the value of \(w_{kjl}\), the smaller the penalty vector norm, reducing data uncertainty.
6. Conclusion

The clustering algorithms we have proposed for uncertain data use quadratic penalty-vector regularization. Their effectiveness was verified in numerical examples.

We now plan to derive appropriate penalty coefficient $W_k$ corresponding to data distribution for individual algorithms. We expect this to make proposed algorithms more effective for handling uncertain data.
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